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SUMMARY:
 

A wthod is presented and successfully tested for pred
icting the field performance of sprinklers for a var
iety of steady stat. rind conditions from a itted 
tmber of single sprinkler tests. The method utilizes 

the concept of the shift In the center of gravity of 
the test pattern to c€'racterize ind and the slope of
the sprinkler profile under low winds to characterize 
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Sprinkler, Profile Analysis to Predict Field Pe-rforace 

by 

Jack Kellar 01eW& m. D, H*yaha/, and R. L. ftoak 1 ' 

Sprinkler Irrigatiom Is a wall accepted practice whkich Is becoming 

more sophisticated ith the developent of new Iwmmtioos and materials. 

OptImdzagl 0he ecomMICal potentJl of system desig requires coabin 

the concepts of system capacity, crop productloo versus water applied, J 

operating costs with optimized fixed costs, spray losses, water quality, 

nd water appllcatio distribution. The interaction between saom of 

these factor. has been considered by a .a,erof other investigatorn, such 

&j Culver and Saker (1966)5 9 rall (19"), iU8g and We (1970), and 

lbnum (1966). Ieter application distribution and crop production versus 

motor application for given system capacities and climatic coeditions 

are the major controling factor* necessary to begin the optimization 

process for system design. 

Thers Is a great deal of information available, on the peak wtor 

requiremts of crops, mach as Pair at al. (1969). However, there is very 

little Information concerning the yield of specific crops in term of the 

water applied. The importance of such information has become generally 

recognized, and research or studies, o the subject, such as presented by 

Meick and Dusek (1971) and Term. (1971), are becoming more prevalent. 

11 	 Assoclate Professor, Department of Agricu!,turat and Irrigation
Engineering, Utah State University, Logan, Utah. 

12/ f utoe Iesearch Assistant&, Department of Agricultural and Irrlation 
Engineering, Utah State University, :Logs., Utah. 

This research was financed by the United States Agency for International 
Development (UM) AID/cs-2459.-Project 
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.U know procedures, such as presented by Kller (1965). ha 

been developed for optimlung fixd nd operational costs in t hydraulic 

necworks of spriakler irrigation system. 1trtberme, with the use of 

copters, the optaizatiom problem is bet"8 greatly sisplified. h spray 

loss from sprinklers has been cousidered in detail by Sternberg (1967), wbo 

present a good reviw of the literature covering this area of activity. 

In my cases, the irrigation water quality is sufficiently high so that 

productivity is not adversely affected. B.ever, a good understanding 
of the interactoes between irrigation water quality and solls or plant 

folliage, such as presented by agan et al. (1%7), is Important where 

low quality Irrigation waters are apt to be ewumtered. 

This paper deals exclusively with the uater distribution or uniforalty 

of application aspects of sprinkler Irrigation system design. As a first 

step in optimizing system design, the anticipated field performance of 

each sprinkler-preassre-nozzle-discharge selection must be predicted. 

A nmber of researchers, including lilanski and Kidder (1958), sadO-


Allred (196), Seginer (1963). and Umback and Lembk (1966), have dealt 

with this problem from a theoretical basis. Uils a knowvledge of the 

aerodynamic aspects of sprinkler jets may be helpful in the mechanical 

deslga of sprinklers and for a better understanding of the general inter

actions between wind speed, trajectory angle, pressure, and nozzle size, 

it has not been successfully applied to pred'cting sprinkler uniformity 

under field conditions. 

Sprinkler Distribution 

The uniformity of distribution from stationary sprinklers has been the 

subject of many studies. These studies can be broken into the follovig 



categorles: studies dealtn with the factors k~ich affect the sprinkler 

uiformtty. studies wbich deal with the t of sprinkler uniformity, 

sad studies wdich deal with the prediction of field unfm1ftity based on 

a knmwledge of the peeral sprinkler perfornencs characteristics and 

anticipated field ewrst_ l conditions. 

Factors wbIch affect sprinkler umlformity have beas well documented, 

Christiames (1942), Holensar t al. (19M4), Pair (19W4). ?air at al. (1969). 

and Vitrmus (1950). Iedditt (1965) listed and reviewed the factors affect-

Ing sprinkler uniformity, These factors can be separated into the follow-

Ing groupings: spacing both along the line and betowtme; enviromental 

factors Lncludlng wind speed, winddirection, spray loss ad the set time 

as It relates to the wind factors; and the mechanical operating conditions 

of the sprinkler which Include physical sprinkler design, nozzle size, 

pressure and riser height. 

Allison and Rese (1969), Segimer (1969), and Wlerms (1950) analyzed 

the effect of wind direction on sprinkler performwnee. From these studies 

it appears that m single wind orientation would provide a superior uni
formity for all sprinkler spacings ind conditions. raacheld (1971) 

proposed using the shift in the center of gravity of sprin*ler test data 

as a good indication of the integrated wind velocity and directional pars

meters. If the direction were stable, there would be a maximm shift in 

the center of gravity for a given wind velocity. However, even under very 

high wind, it would be possible for the velocity vectors to shift direction 

n such a maner that the center of gravity woul remmin at the sprinkler. 

*Verbal Oimicatio 
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Christiansae (1941) proposed a means of evaluating sprinkler uniformity 

vith a single parmmter, twhich he called the miaformity coefficemet.w Tbe 

mnformfty coefficiemt expressed as a percentage is defined by the utioe, 

UC-00( (1)
mu 

where d is the deviation of individual observatogmas from flhq man value, 

a, and a is the mmber of observations. 

Nrous LvestiPtors, such as beale and Sowell (1966), benam 

and Sore (194), Dabbous (192), Hart (191), awll (1944), and Wilcox 

and lcDougald (1954), have compared various mans of evaluating sprinkler 

uniformity and have generally coecluded that for relatively high UC 

values, Christiansen*s uiformity coefficient provides a good estimate 

of water distribution. ,art (1941) postulated that the water application 

distribution from closely spaced stationary sprinklers nearly approximates 

a normal or Gaussian distribution. Senitongse et al. (1970) supported 

Hart for UJC values greater than 75. Assuming a normal distribution, Hart 

(1965) presented a mans of ptdicting the etire distribution function 

for any UC value greater than 75. In other words, for a given value of 

C and average depth of water applied, the percentage of area receiving 

any given depth of water can be predicted. 

Pre41ctio Field Distribution 

The purpose of most sprinkler testing is to predict the field dis

tributioe which can be anticipated under actual operating conditions. 

(Merriam (1968) sugested procedures for analyzing the performance of a 

given sprinkler systm in the field. Stwever, these procedures are not 
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useful in anticipating expected performance for optimizing design.) The 

comma practice has been to run a single sprinkler test, and by a process 

of superimpoition, stmalste various sprinkler spacings to predict the field 

perfor1 ce of that sprinkler. Breascheid and Bart (1968) compared test 

results from single sprinkler tests with test data frm sprinkler laterals 

ruming simultaneously and concluded the superimposition process produced 

reliable results. 

In order to predict the field performance of a given sprinkler, tt is 

necessary to knoy the expected field environmental conditions (mainly wind 

directon.and velocity) and test stand performance of the sprinkler under 

similar evir mwntal conditions. Assuming the field conditions can he 

anticipated, a major obstacle to design is the general shortage of sprinkler
 

test data. since such a large nmber of tests are necessary in order to 

categorize each sprinkler-nozzle-pressure combination under all possible 

ewiromatal oaditions. 

In order to simplify sprinkler selection and anticipate performance 

at various spacings, Christiaasen (1941) presented the pattern profile 

concept. (The pattern profile is the plot of distance Irom the sprinkler 

verms depth of applications.) He explored the possibility of analyzing 

the pattern profiles in en effort to predict KC for various sprinkler 

spacing situations. 

Is his study, Christiansen worked with six basic sprinkler pattern 

profiles, some of which approximated actual sprinklers, as show in Figure 

1. Coefficients of unforamity were determined for various profiles with 

different spacing alon the main and with a spacing of S percent of the 

diameter along the lateral line. Figure 1 shows Christiansenos dtuesion

les curves of VC plotted against spacing along the main for each of the 

basic profiles. 
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imure I. Christiansen's basic UC curves 

Strong (1962) realized the usefulness of Figure 1 was limited if it 

could only be used to predict the performance for sprinklers spaced at 5 

percent of the uetttd diameter along the lateral. Ile proposed extending 

the usability of the graph to Include various spacings along the lateral, 

Se as weil as along the main, Sm . Be assumed the UC for a g!ven spacing 

combination could be approximated by dividing 100 into the product of the 

UC values obtained by enterlg Figure t wIth both Sm and St. 7urther details 

of this method are presented by Ueller et al. (1967). 

Strong (1962) Indicated that he had conducted inrous tests with 

actual data and found the above method to be reliable and capable of pro

ducing results within 3 percent of whbat would be obtained through super-

Imposition a!d the utilization of Equation 1. He presented a performance 

table for selecting the proper spacing of'(various single and double nozzle 

sprinklers under different wind conditions. Be assumed that double nozzle 

sprinklers would fall somewbere betwen C.ristlansenos 5 and C profile, and 
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the single rnzle sprinklers vould produce the D profile. In developing 

these tables be reduced the diameter for wind prior to entering Figure 1. 

The reduction factor used was 2 percent for each 1 wIh average wind velo

city over 5 .. *10 percent reduction In dimeer wa applied for a 

5 to 15 mpb wind.
 

Mnethods sad )iatertals 

Sinle notaie model 30 and double #wtl*e models 30W and 30DI sprinklers 

with 3/4 inch rale inlets (manufactured by Rainbird Sprinkler Company) 

wre tested. Sange nozzle- diameters between 9/64 inches and 7/36 inches 

were tested at pressures between 35 aud 60 psi. Six sprinklers of each
 

'
model were selected from -off the shelf" at a retail outlet and tested 

for umformity of rotation and discharge at 50 psi. The rotation rates 

varied betweem 0.75 rpm and 1.8 rpm, and the discharges varied approxi

ately + 2 percenz. An avrage sprinkler representing each model was 

selected for the test program. 

A single sprinkler test sight wa set up. which very nearly complied 

with rec edacion ASAE 330, titled 'Procedure for Sprinkler Testing for 

Research Purposes," The test eight deviated from the re-0nded as follows: 

(1) The collectors were only 6 inches above the ground instead of 12.
 

(2) The rims of the collectors were only 3 inches above the crop of grass 

instead of 6. (3) At times only 50 or 60 collectors received water instead 

of a minimu of 80. (4)Te sprinkler was located at a collector point 

on the grid instead of mid-wny between the four collectors at the center. 

Four collectors were used at a three foot spacing surrounding the sprinkler 

to estimate the catch'at the sprinkler. 

In addition to the grid collector setup, four additional radial legs 

at 45 degree angles were utilized vith collectors at ten foot spacings. 
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White styrafoam cups were used as collectors. The CUPs ho taper"d aides 

so they coud be meted and were 5.5 inchs deep with a murface catch area
 

diameter of 4.4 Inches. The hite styrafoam provided inulation capacity
 

and.. epelled w which should have minimized container related lsses.
 

pproinmdutely 
 12 of the data utilized in the folloving analysis wa
 

produced at the above test sight. The rest of the 
data was provided thon4k 

the courtesy o Ralnbird NMufacturing Company, Glendoxa, Callforla. 

(The fact that the two sets 	of data wore simlfar In overlapping are," Is 

encouraging.)
 

A computer program uns developed to aid in analyzing the data. The 

program first calculates the direction and magnitude of the shift in 

center of gravity. C, of the wind affected single sprinkler pattern. The 

relative direction of C from the sprinkler location is taken as the effective 

vind direction, and the grid pattern is 00rotated to a vied angle. The 

rotation is accomplished by the use of linear interpolation to determine 

the values of the rotated points. At this point in the program, the pattern 

can be rotated to any desired relative vind angle and superimposed to 

generate any desired rectangular spacing. The OC Is then deterninod for 

the particular spacing combination. A nore detained review of the collec

tion of field data and the analysis 'hlch follows to provided by Noynahan 

(1971) and ftacek (1971).
 

Wind 	andProfile Anallsis 

Only sprinkler test data where the vind speed and direction did not 

vary significantly during the period of the test 	uere utilized in the 

analysis. 

lind velocity. The location of the center of gravity was computed 

for ea'h of the 65 test patterns utilized in the study. The ratio of the 
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distance between tb center of grvjity and tb sprinkler, C, to the average 

effective radiu (not trace radius) of the sprinkler umer 0 to 3 mph 

v~ clcuate. igu~ 2isa plot-of Crwins, IOO.00CC/3) ~ru 

t average w velocity (or total wind passing divWdyd by te test dura

tics) during each teat. AU of the data. In Fiure 2 as fit by a second 

degree quadratic ulich was forced throgh the origin. The high degree of 

correlation demsstrates that Cr is & sensitive indicator of the magnitude 

of the integrated wied vector irrespective of the variations be 

sprinkIer-Aoxalz pesWeur comination tested. The effective wind velocity, 

We for any test was assumd equal to the wid speed represented by the 

regression line in Figure 2 for the Cr of the test. 

Wind direction. The line connecting the sprinkler location and the 
wind affected center of gravity was assumed to be the effective wind 

directio, Wds of the test. The computer program rotated the tast data 

to a M- grid configuration so that the colums of the grid were parallel 

and the rWS perpew Ucular to the effective wind direction. The data for 

each test was i" rotated in 22 1120 increments so that M analysis could 

be conducted for syntbasized itegrated vied directions parallel or 00, 

22 120, 450, 67 1120, and perpendicular or 90P to the lateral line. 

Figure 3 ahow representative plots of UC versus sprinkler spacing 

for lw and high winds at 0, 45, and 900 to the lateral. A sprinkler 

spacing ratio, Sj1S - 0.4 (here S., is the sprinkler spacing on the 

lateral, and S Is the spacing along the main) was used. From a study 

of the grPa, it is apparent that the "preferred' wind direction depends 

OR wind velocity and the sprinkler spacing in question. (Ibis analysis 

coonrms the results of the investigations referred to earlier.) For 

ezVU, under lw wind a Spacing of percent of the effective 
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disaster. , along the main would produce a DC of 93 wben the windiIs 

parallel (Wd -00) and 95 .ben the wind is perpendicular (Vd - 900) to 

the lateral. At a spacing of 60 percent o utecorsoding UC 

values are 95 and 87. Since De is approximately 100 feet, the above 

spacings are 30 feet b7 80 feet and 20 feet by 60 feet, respectively. 

After an analysis of Figure 3 and similar plots for the other 

data, it was decided to conduct the remainder of the study with Wd 450 . 

The Wd - 45 pot generally falls midway betwes the Vd " 00 and W, - 900 

plots. 

Profile Analysis - A number of efforts were made to develop sprinkler 

profile indices utich would be he~pful for design purposes. The most use

ful concept evolved was similar to Christiansen's (1941) suggestion (Fig

ure 1) of plotting UC versus S. for a small St value. 

The test data taken at various wind speeds with double nozl I,and 
3, 

single nozzle (with and without vanes) sprinklers was utilized. Values 

of UC versus the spacing along the main as a percentage of t€L effective 

diameter, 100 S3 /De, were computed for S t - .03 D., and plots similar to 

Figure 4 were drawn up jor each representative low wind sprinkler profile 

category. These plots or curves will be referred to as basic OC curves. 

Figure 4 represents a series of tests using a typical 3/16 inch 

nozzle sprinkler operating at 50 psi with integrated wind speeds of 0, 0.6, 

3.9, 7.7 and 11.0 nph at W 450 .d The actual sprinkler profile based on 

an evaluaLion of the sverage dept+ )fapplication along the 8 radial legs 

at low wind is also depicted on Figure 4. This sprinkler profile Is be

tween the Christiansen A and E profiles. Figure 4 demonstrates the effect 

a steady wind has on the UC versus S spacing relationship for a specific
U

sprinkler-nozzle pressure combination. (This particular sprinkler had 
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a U' of pprox1mstly 100 feet, so any actual systbesized spaim **lo

ted .l be *qual to 3 fe*t by So fest, sod the rapb can e est-red 
th 100 (SIDO) 1oo (S 1100) -Sol) 

Sam interesting concept. Comcermlug the of feet of wli omnin 

can be observed in Figure 4. For eSafple, uhes S - 80 feet and We3 
0.6 mph, PC - 95, as the vid i increaned to 7.7 gph, the VC is decreased 

to 65. On the other hand, if the spacing: wre only Sa - 60 feet at a vied 

of 0.6 sph, VC - 8.83, and when the vi is increased to 0".7 mpb the unt

foruity is increased to 94. 

The above example dmionstrates that the effect of vwtd, uniformity 

is deeudent on sprinkler spactn. The dip in each curve represents spac

ings *dere the sp- Inklers overlap In s ch a manner that a poor OC results 

due to over-*aterlngmidway betueen the laterals. (Wind decreases the 

effectiveess of the diameter and, thus, can reduce overlap and increase 

UC where spacings are selected in the dip of low vind curves and the vid 

Incrases.) 

As the spacing is decreased, the f#plications frv adjacent lateral 

lines copaletely overlaps and the VC begins to -pproach 100. Notwever, 

as the spacing increases the excess uaterin&created by the intermediate 

ow-lap comdition is eliuinatcJ, and the uniformity also increases. 

Further Increases in spacing result In nuxufficient overlap, and a poor 

UC results due to under-%aterlin K midway between the laterals. Since 

winds decrease the effectiveness of the diameter, the UC of spacings 

past the peak decrease rapdily as vindivelocity increases. Therefore, 

extreme caution should be exercised when selecting such spacings based 

on no wind couditions. 
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Predicting Field Performence 

A major objective of this Investigation is to developsams of 

oftaaiziag the united test data i a o i-msful for predictin field 

Predictioms fran actual tests. The above analysis deali vith 

basic VC curves for Vd = 450, St" 0.03 De, and various values of Vi Is 

useful for the design of traveling sprinklers. There is little differ

eas between plots with St - 0.03 and the ifitesimally muodd St 

mbich represeats a traveling sprivider (i.e., for a traveling sprinkler 

S Is 0; bowever, this cam be sinilated by a very small St). 

I order to utilize the analysis foF predictlg the OC of rela

tively wide s*aIngs in both directions, the approach suested by 

Strsg (1%1)wa utilized. The plots were entered vith both the S1 

and So spacing values and the UC of the expanded spacing ws asoed 

equal to the product of the Individual VC values divided by 100. To 

evaluate the reliability of this procedure, the computer program was de

si8od to produce synthesized UC values for a large nmber of SL by So 

spacing combinations. The calculated Uc values predicted by the graph-

Ical msthod were then compared with the actual VC values computed 

numrically by ithe computer as shown in Figure 5. 

A perfect correlation between computed and actual values of UC is 

represented by the 45P diaonal (solid lie passing through 100 ad 100) 

in Figure 5. The reliability of the method is demsstrated by the close

ms of the points to the solid line. With few exceptioas the graphical 

nthod teads to slightly under-predict VC as indicated by the desity 

of points between the perfect (solid) and S VC points under prediction 

(upper 4otted) lime i Figure 5. 
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All of tbe data for the double nozzle spriakier tests falls between 

thesa two lte on Figure 5. Wllst of the po1ts falling Outsde of this 

euyaval erepresut slngle nozzle spriaklers at square spacians which pro
S...........duced ue val +s1n dips+(casingq greater bader-predictios) +oi on Ilhe out- 

side 	peak (causinS over-prediction) of the basic UC!' cuty like Figure 4. 

A tendency to over-predict UC also occurred whenever the specing was past 

the peaks and on the steep drop-off port ion of the basic UC curves. 

From the foregoing analysis it appears that this graphical method 

for estimating UC from the basic UC curves is valid. The method should 

be used vith the greatest caution for square spacings of single nozzle 

sprinklers and pacings past the peak om the basic UC curves. 

1o analyses mere conducted with triangular spacins; however, 

it is proposed that (a) wbm the spacing approaches an equilateral tri

anse where 0.5 St S < the calculates uc will normally fall s to 10 

points belm the value obtalned by entering the basic UC curves vith S 
3 

(deducted from Christiansm (192)); and (b) when Sm Is much greater than 

S.t 	 proceed as for rectangular spacings. 

TIe reaso the graphical method uaderestimates C for a square spac-

Ing wbqre SI and S both fall in the dip and overestimates when they fall 

on the outer peak of the basic UC curves can be visualized as follows. 

The over.-atering caused by an intermediate overlap is not necessarily 

accumalative on the diagonal as would be indicated by the product of VC 

values. Emoever, wuen the overlap is insufficient, the effect Is greatly 

exaggerated on the diagonal (dry areas may occur) and not sufficiently 

accounted for by the product of VC values. 

Vind effects. ly studying Figure 4 it is evident that as the effec

tive 	VUi Velocity, Va, increase. the VC curves are shifted tuard. 

/ 
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Closer study will sho that the shift is relative, with the outside 

peak being shifted about twice as far as the inside slope of the dip. A 

plot relating the relative shift of the basic VC curves to W for mt ofe 

the tet- data-Issh", -iTi s 6. For-contew later, -aI relative 

shift is plotted in terms of a spaing shift ratio. S. 11e values for S5 

were obtained by dividing the Sd4 values at the peaks for the curves 

representing each effec:ive wind value by the S%1D* value at the peak for 

the zero wind curve developed for each sprinkler test profile. 

The shift in the center of gravity versus wind speed data for all tests 

wes closely correlated as show in FIgure 2. flovever, in Figure 6 a dif

ferent first order regression curve as required for each of the three gen

eral sprinkler-sp&cing-nozzle coobinatioa studied, I.e., double nozzle, 

X2, single nozzle, S1. And single nozzle with vane 3v . The regression 

equations were forced through We - 0 and Se - 1.0 and fit the data quite 

veil as indicated by the correlation coefficients. 

Synthesized Predctions. To extend the usefulness of a limited 

amount of test data, It is necessary to predict sprinkler performanze for 

environmental conditions for which the sprinkler has not been tested. 

Procemures referred to in the literature have been developed for estimating 

spray losses under different sprickler mechanical and environmental operat

ing conditions. FUrtherore, the rotation of the test data to simulate 

different vind directions wae included earlier in this study. A means 

for esiimeotig sprinkler performance at any vind speed from a knowledge 

of performance from a lited nmber of tests at different wind speeds is 

also needed. 

Strong (1961) used the concept of a reduced dimeter to take wind 

speed Into account before entering the basic VC curves which were developed 
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for loyetrical patterns at no ind. Keller, et.al. (1967) also oug

gested using the concept. Row r, there is coefusioa over the ount 

the dimter sbhoud be reduced for any given vInJ speed. The regression 

lines in Fira for-anyv the trtbee Seneral6gie the ratios irfor 

sprinkler profiles studied. sy msltiplytg the SI/De values from a 

basic (zero vind) VC curve, by the Ss for a given W, the basic (zero 

wind) VC curve can be shifted to represent the wind speed in question. 

Figure 7 shows basic (zero wind) UC ourves for the three general 

sprinkler profiles which were analyzed. These zero wind curves vere 

computed from the pattern profiles which are also presented in Figure 7. 

The profiles ere obtained by averaging the profiles of the 8 radial legs 

obtAined during a typical sprinkler test at the lowest wind speed encoun

tered. 

Values of Me vere estimated utilizing a nmber of spacing and M e 

combinations for each of the basic (zero wind) UC curves presented in 

Figure 7. An example of the computation of these values is as follow. 

Given a 3116" single nozzle sprinkler operating at 50 psi having a cata

los diameter of 100' and De - 94' vith We - 7.7 mph. The estimated 

Me for a 30' x 50' spacing Is found by entering Figure 6 vith W - 7.7e 

mph which gives S. - 0.69. The reduced diameter, Or, can be calcula.ted 

by 

Dr - s - De - 0.69(94') - 651 

The lateral spacing value, Sj, for entering Figure 7 Is 

I 00St - C(S tD r ) - 100(30*/65') - 462 

which gives a VC * 93. The spacing along tL. ain value, S., for entering 
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The VC numerically computed from the test data for these exact given operat

tag conditions is 83. 

Values of VC, estimated by the above method, compared to C values 

which uere numerically computed from the test data are swn in Figure 8. 

A perfect correlation between estimated and actual VC values is repre

sented by the diagonal (solid) line which passes through 100 and 100. The 

correlatio* Is not quite as good as in Figure 5 where the actual basic 

UC curves were used directIy to compute UC values; howwver, the correlation 

is ,suprisingly good vith most all of the estimated data within :5 C points 

of the actual numerically calculated values. 

The data presented In Figure 8 does not include square spacings which 

were found difficult to predict by the graphical method as destrated in 

Figure 5. The fev points which fall outside of the envelope in Figure 8 

can generally be associated vith We values represented 'qy points which 

sholwd a poor correlation with the regression lines on Figure 6. 

Discussions 

The above methods for dealing vith the effects of reasonably steady 

(velocity and direction) wind when predirting the field performance of 

sprinklers should prove useful for sprinkler system design. Thes estbods 
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should prow equally useful for organizing sprinkler test programs and de

wloping sprinkler perforeance tables free limited test data. 

The data utilized in the analysis was limited to steady vied speeds 

which never exceeded an-Averagmeit f1 owhovr the duration of 

the test period. Furthemmre, only a few sprinkler-uozzle-pressure can

binations we. considered. Additioal work is r ded to extend the 

analysis to Include: (a) vind speeds greater than 12 mph, (b) very 

roll (less than 7165 inch) and large (greater than 1/2 inch) nos

ales, and (c) sprinklers havlng vAchanical operating characteristics 

which greatly differ fron the tesed sprinklers. 

The above analysis deals specifically vith steady state winds. The 

method presented herein for esticating u Is not recaded where thee 

average wind velocity exceeds 3 mph and the vind speed or direction v&TI-es 

considerably during the sprinkler operating period. (Further study is 

recommended to cover unsteady vind conditions.) Hoever, in genral, 

VC improves as the variations in vid speed and direction increase. For 

example, Pair (1968) found that the aum of any two irrigations usually 

produced a higher UC than either of the individual Irrigations. 

The process of suporipoition utilized in this report assums the 

wind speed and direction remain steady throughout the period during 

which water from any sprinkler position is being received by the area 

under consideration. Such an assumtion overlooks the possibility that 

the vid could shift between the oper&tmlo of adjacent lateral lines. 

BranscheLd and Hart (1968) demnstrated that such vind shifts generally 

reduce UC. 
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